








 
 
GMP Labs Gains NSF Certified for Sport® 
Registration 
The dietary supplement manufacturer meets NSF’s stringent 
certification requirements for 150 banned substances by 
professional athletic associations. 
 
Anaheim, CA (PRWEB) December 29, 2011 

GMP Laboratories of America, Inc. is now registered as NSF Certified for Sport®. The 
program is specially designed by NSF International as a focused solution designed to 
minimize the risk that a dietary supplement or sports nutrition product contains banned 
substances. The program is officially recognized by the NFL, NFLPA, MLB, MLBPA, 
PGA, LPGA, NCAA, and CCES. 
 
In order to obtain the registration, GMP Laboratories had to meet the NSF’s stringent 
certification requirements. These guidelines were developed through a consensus 
process which involved regulators, sports industry leaders, and consumer groups. 
Some of the requirements include product testing for over 150 banned substances, 
label content confirmation, formulation and label review, production facility and supplier 
inspections, as well as ongoing monitoring in line with substance prohibitive lists: NSF 
Annex A, NFL, MLB, and NCAA. 
 
Customers of products that are made at an NSF Certified for Sport® facility can be sure 
that the products were manufactured with the following preventative measures in mind, 
to:   
1) Protect against adulteration of products,   
2) Verify label claims against product contents, and   
3) Identify athletic banned substances in the finished product or ingredients. 
 
Suhail Ishaq, president of GMP Laboratories of America, commented on this 
achievement, “We are proud to expand our growing list of cGMP certificates with the 
prestigious NSF Certified for Sport® registration. Additionally, our customers now have 
even more confidence that the sport supplements manufactured at our site are held to 
the highest standards.” GMP Labs’ other certificates include cGMP compliance from 
both NSF International and Silliker Labs. 
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IN THE NEWS

Supplements containing Liquid BioCell™ may protect the connective tissue of the 
musculoskeletal system and enhancing recovery from intense exercise, says 
preliminary data from a proof-of-concept study

Six weeks of intake for the collagen ingredient were associated with an attenuation of deleterious changes in 
muscle tissue damage and inflammatory biomarkers including creatine kinase, lactate dehydrogenase, and 
C-reactive protein, according to findings published in the Proceedings of the Eleventh International Society of 
Sports Nutrition (ISSN) Conference and Expo.

Liquid BioCell™ is described as a unique, patented liquid collagen matrix. The three main constituents, 
collagen type II, chondroitin sulfate, and hyaluronic acid, are reduced to highly-bioavailable, very low molecu-
lar weight forms through a hydrolysis process.

Extending its market-leading position as a key joint and skin health ingredient, this new clinical study in 
recreationally active healthy subjects provides intriguing dataset suggesting that this patented, 
research-backed dietary supplement has promising new applications in sports nutrition.

Healthy joints are essential for any sports related activity, from cardio to resistance training. Equally important 
are the neighboring connective tissues surrounding the joints such as tendons and ligaments, which help 
facilitate flexibility and movement while protecting against injury. Whether you are aiming for prevention or 
trying to return to normal training after an injury, you need a consistent supply of connective tissue-specific 
nutrients that provide the biochemical precursors and building blocks needed to promote optimal joint health.

Liquid BioCell™ has these molecular components which were found to impact key biochemical markers of 
connective and skeletal muscle tissue damage and enhance stress resilience following intense resistance 
exercise - without the potential undesirable side effects of pain medications.

Study details

Investigators from the Center for Applied Health Sciences (CAHS) recruited eight healthy, recreationally active 
people with an average age of 29 to participate in their study. Volunteers were randomized to consume three 
grams per day of the collagen or placebo for six weeks. All the participants underwent an upper body 
muscle-damaging resistance exercise challenge on day 43, and a re-challenge three days later.

Results showed that the collagen supplements were associated with the attenuation in increases of creatine 
kinase, lactate dehydrogenase, and C-reactive protein that were observed in the placebo group.

In addition, bench press repetitions decreased by 60% and 55% at days 43 and 46, respectively, in the 
placebo group, but this only by 49% and 43%, respectively in the collagen group.

“The preliminary data of this proof-of-concept study suggests that daily intake of BCC for 6 weeks may 
favorably impact key biochemical markers of connective and skeletal muscle tissue damage and enhance 
stress resilience following intense resistance exercise,” wrote the researchers. “Supplementation was well 
tolerated and did not adversely affect markers of health or side effect profiles.”

The company is planning additional trials to corroborate the findings, and they are in the protocol develop-
ment stage of a follow up larger study.

Contact your Independent Jusuru Representative for more information.

Liquid BioCell™ May Improve Recovery Following Weight Training 
Exercise: Study
Feb 21, 2015 
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Liquid BioCell™ Life Counteracts Both Natural and Photoaging Processes

Liquid BioCell™ Life is an innovative dietary supplement in a proprietary liquid formulation, which effectively promotes 

healthy aging. It contains three major ingredients, which include patented LiquidBioCell™, resveratrol, and thirteen 

different fruits that are known to contain high levels of antioxidants, vitamins, minerals, and dietary fibers, etc. Scientific 

evidence on individual ingredients has been well established to support that Liquid BioCell™ Life can synergistically 

promote overall health. In particular, multiple human clinical trials on Liquid BioCell™ have substantiated its benefits for 

active joint and skin beauty (1, 2). Numerous independent studies on phytonutrient-rich fruits imply a wide range of 

potential health benefits, including a decrease in oxidative/inflammatory stresses and in the risk of various chronic health 

issues. Additionally, resveratrol is one of the most recognized and widely studied natural compounds due to its potential 

roles in promoting longevity.

Human Skin Trial

In 2011, Jusuru International, Inc. performed a breakthrough human skin trial that enrolled women in their thirties to fifties 

undergoing both natural and photoaging processes. This study revealed multi-faceted ‘beauty-from-within’ physiological 

mechanisms elicited by daily supplementation with Liquid BioCell™ Life, which is instrumental in counteracting both 

aging processes. Taking 4 fl. oz. of Liquid BioCell™ Life daily for 12 weeks led to a dramatic reduction of dryness/scaling 

and to a substantial decrease in wrinkles and deep lines on their faces. Under the skin, Liquid BioCell™ Life caused a 

significant increase in collagen in the dermis and a significant improvement in blood microcirculation. As a result, the 

majority of the study participants experienced improvement in hydration/scaling, skin texture, and firmness, as well as 

reduction of blotchiness/redness. 

 

Youthful Appearance

1. Reduction of dryness/scaling 

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is present in virtually every tissue in the body and plays a number of diverse physiological functions. 

For example, its capability of retaining water molecules generates viscoelastic properties, which are critical for the struc-

ture and function of the articular cartilage and the synovial fluid of the joints. 

 Skin Trial: A White Paper 
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The water-holding properties are also essential for the hydration, suppleness, and turgidity of the skin. Unfortunately, 

its amount and integrity gradually decreases as we age, contributing to skin dryness/scaling and shrinkage of skin 

volume (3). Photoaging worsens this natural aging process (4). 

Liquid BioCell™ Life contains Liquid BioCell™, of which major constituents include highly bioavailable HA and 

biologically active collagen peptides. A previous human study showed that the ingestion of Liquid BioCell™ (1.5 

g/day) enhanced the concentration of HA in the blood as much as 60-fold at a steady state (5). It was proposed that 

the elevated pool of HA would be harnessed to replenish the aging-associated loss of HA in the skin. The current 

human skin trial demonstrated that daily supplementation with Liquid BioCell™ Life for 12 weeks led to an almost 

complete disappearance of skin dryness/scaling, as measured by visual/tactile score, as shown above.

Global lines/wrinkles and deep lines in the full face were measured by a bioinstrumentation technique. Image analysis 

showed that there was a numerical decrease in these aging-associated parameters. Wrinkles were reduced by 6.6% 

on average while deep lines by 10.3% at the end of the study. The attenuation of these aging-associated appearanc-

es should be underscored by the enhanced hydration and production of dermal matrix molecules, such as collagen 

(types I/III).

Mechanisms for Beauty from Within

1.  Increase in collagen content

The collagen fibrillar network is probably the most critical element for skin beauty because it lays the structural 

framework for the dermis, the thick layer of the skin. Collagen molecules synthesized from the dermal fibroblasts 

form an extracellular network in the dermis, into which various ground substances such as HA and dermatan/chon-

droitin sulfate are embedded. 
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This network provides tensile strength to the dermis and can be degraded by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) in 

response to a variety of stimuli associated with natural and photoaging processes. The loss and breakdown of the 

collagen fibrillar network is a primary contributor to the generation of wrinkles and fine lines (6).               

          

Daily supplementation of Liquid BioCell™ Life led to a significant increase in collagen content by 6% in the facial skin. 

Hydrolyzed collagen peptides contained in it may function multiple ways in enhancing the collagen content in the 

dermis. First, these collagen-derived peptides can supply building blocks for a novel collagen fibrillar network in the 

dermis. Second, they might stimulate the dermal fibroblasts to produce the essential macromolecules, as studies 

showed that ingestion of hydrolyzed collagen led to an increase in the number of the dermal fibroblasts concomitant 

with enhanced density of collagen fibers (7). It is also possible that collagen-derived peptides might interfere with 

MMPs or collagenases, lessening the degree of aging-associated collagen breakdown. 

2. Improvement of Blood Microcirculation

Vascular health should be a basis of healthy and younger-looking appearance because various types of cells residing 

in the skin need to be nourished well and their waste to be removed effectively. It was interesting that ingestion of 

Liquid BioCell™ Life led to an enhancement of facial blood flow, as evidenced by a significant increase in hemoglobin 

content by 14.2%, suggesting that blood microcirculation was improved in the facial skin. Improved microcirculation 

should support skin homeostasis, helping delay or counteract the appearance of various visible aging signs in the 

face. 

 

Responses of the Study Subjects

The study participants were asked at the end of the study of the effects of daily consumption of Liquid BioCell™ Life. 

The majority of the subjects experienced diverse facial skin benefits, which included the enhancement of skin texture, 

hydration, elasticity and firmness, and the reduction of scaling and blotchiness. 
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Summary

Daily supplementation of Liquid BioCell™ Life (4 fl. oz. daily) led to the following beauty-from-within effects, which 

underscored the younger facial appearance of the study participants.

 

s�'UDPDWLF�UHGXFWLRQ�RI�GU\QHVV�VFDOLQJ�
s�6LJQLILFDQW�LQFUHDVH�LQ�FROODJHQ�FRQWHQW��W\SHV�,�,,,��LQ�WKH�GHUPLV�
s�6LJQLILFDQW�LQFUHDVH�LQ�EORRG�PLFURFLUFXODWLRQ�LQ�WKH�IDFLDO�VNLQ�
s�6XEVWDQWLDO�UHGXFWLRQ�RI�IDFLDO�OLQHV�DQG�ZULQNOHV

As a result, the majority of the study participants experienced diverse facial skin benefits, which included the 

enhancement of skin texture, hydration (reduced scaling), elasticity (firmness), and reduction of blotchiness (redness).

Conclusion

Together, with multiple clinical trials of Liquid BioCell™, which demonstrated its efficiency in promoting active joints, 

this human study provides convincing evidence that Liquid BioCell Life™ is an innovative nutritional supplement, 

which can support healthy aging through unique and multi-layered mechanisms in promoting youthful appearance, 

as well as active joints
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* Liquid BioCell is the exclusive highly bioavailable liquid form of BioCell Collagen® TF 
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Legal Disclaimer 

The information contained in this document (including but not limited to literature, abstracts, clinical studies, research data, historical uses, advertisements, publications 

and any other information that is provided in the form of email or attachment) is solely intended for the purposes of education and knowledge, and should not be used 

as medical advice. Jusuru International, Inc. (“Jusuru”) will not assume responsibility for how you use this information in the future. Not all of the clinical studies 

referenced and contained in this document are on Jusuru Life Blend; the other studies are included as background information. Jusuru is not making any legal 

representation as to the information provided herein.  While efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the content and information contained herein, Jusuru 

gives no warranty as to the accuracy of the information contained in the content of this document. Jusuru reserves the right to withdraw or delete information at any 

time. 

Copyright Notice

All content included in this document, such as text, graphics, logos, images and data compilations is the sole property of Jusuru or its content suppliers and/or 

vendors and protected by United States and International Copyright Laws. The compilation of all content in this document is the exclusive property of Jusuru and 

protected by U.S. and International Copyright Laws.  

Trademarks 

Jusuru®, Liquid BioCell™ Life (Logo and Design), and other marks indicated in our document are registered, or are currently under registration of trademarks of Jusuru 

International, Inc., or its subsidiaries, in the United States and other countries. Jusuru’s graphics, logos, scripts, and service names are trademarks or trade dress of 

Jusuru or its subsidiaries. Jusuru’s trademarks and trade dress may not be used in connection with any product or service that is not Jusuru, in any manner that is 

likely to cause confusion among customers or in any manner that disparages or discredits Jusuru.

All other trademarks not owned by Jusuru or its subsidiaries that appear in this document are the property of their respective owners, who may or may not be affiliated 

with, connected to, or sponsored by Jusuru or its subsidiaries. Liquid BioCell™ (Logo and Design) is a registered trademark of BioCell Technology, LLC.

Applicable Law 

You agree that the laws of the State of California, without regard to principles of conflict of laws, will govern these Conditions of Use and any dispute of any sort that 

might arise between you and Jusuru or its affiliates. 
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What is HA? 

 
HA is a large, linear glycosaminoglycan (GAG) polymer with a repeating disaccharide unit of 
D-glucuronic acid and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. It is critical for maintaining the integrity of the 
extracellular matrix (ECM) in various tissues. It can exist in a protein-bound state with 
aggregating proteoglycans (PGs), and modulate cell adhesion, migration, and proliferation via 
interaction with cell surface receptors (1).  
 
The enzymes, HA Synthases (HAS) and hyaluronidases (HYL), coordinately regulate local 
levels and molecular weight (MW) of HA, thereby involved in both normal and 
pathophysiological phenomena including cell movement, proliferation, inflammation, 
fertilization, aging, and cancer. Although HA clearly plays an extracellular, structural 
hydrodynamic role, it also plays an instructive role via cell signaling which requires HA 
receptors such as CD44 and RHAMM on the cell surface (2). 
 
 
Varying Sizes and Biological Properties 

 
HA normally exists in varying sizes (2,000-25,000 units with MW of 105 - 107 Da), and is 
ubiquitously expressed in tissues, while involved in a myriad of biological functions (2). 
Understanding normal and abnormal physiological functions in the context of its molecular 
weight and local concentrations remains a challenge. 
 
Higher MW HA, generally occurring in intact healthy tissues, is normally produced by HAS at 
the plasma membrane, whereas it is degraded by extracellular PM-tethered HYL that is 
coordinated with intracellular lysosomal HYLs (3). In contrast, lower MW HA, often reflecting 
cellular distress, is produced in many malignancies, likely due to heightened HYL activity (3). It 
remains unclear how these specific HA molecules are generated and maintained. Interestingly, 
exogenously-administered, low MW (1-3x105 Da) HA activated anti-cancer immune responses 
to inhibit the growth of colorectal cancer cells in vitro and in vitro (4). Splenocytes isolated from 
these mice showed significantly higher proliferative capacity when stimulated by tumor lysate-
pulsed dendritic cells, and increased tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) were observed. This 
result suggested that low MW-HA could be a candidate for therapeutic adjuvants for colorectal 
cancer immunotherapy.     
 
On the other hand, very low MW-HA such as HA oligomers serve as antagonists of HA-CD44 
interactions leading to the suppression of anchorage-independent growth of breast and colon 
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cancer cells, and may be useful in therapeutic strategies aimed at preventing tumor recurrence 
from the therapy-resistant sub-populations (CSC) within malignant cancers (2). 
 
HA level is significantly elevated during normal processes as well including embryogenesis, 
cell migration, tissue turnover, and wound healing (5). Thus, it is not surprising that cancer cells 
frequently perturb the normal regulation of HA via altered signaling cascades which involve 
abnormal regulation of the enzymes and receptors (6).     
 
 

HA in BioCell Collagen II® is Depolymerized to Very Low MW by a Patented Process 

 
HA is a key constituent of BioCell Collagen II®. What differentiates BioCell Collagen II® from 
other HA-containing products is the size of HA. Using a patented process, its average MW is 
significantly reduced to 23,000 Da (50-60 repeating units). Our study demonstrated that this 
facilitated absorption and elevated HA bioavailability in the blood. It is likely that its size 
becomes even smaller while passing through the digestive system. As discussed above, 
reduction in its size might have significant physiological implications in terms of anti-cancer 
immune responses as well as bioavailability.   
 
 
Can HA cause cancer? 

 

It is clear that HA by itself is not a cancer-causing molecule.  There has been no scientific data 
that implicate elevated HA levels as a cause for any type of cancer. Studies have shown that HA 
metabolism in cancer cells becomes perturbed in association with abnormal regulation of HAS 
and HYL, and abnormal interaction with its receptors can contribute to cancer progression (2). It 
is this altered, malignant physiological environment that elevated HA levels may have a tumor-
promoting effect.  
 

 

Non-linear Complexity of HA Metabolism in Carcinogenesis  

 
It takes complete understanding of HA anabolism and catabolism to understand how HA 
metabolism participates in each of the three steps of carcinogenesis (initiation-promotion-
progression). As of now, there is no scientific data indicating that elevated levels of HA can 
cause initiation of carcinogenesis.  
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Although up-regulation of tumor-associated HA is implicated in cancer progression (2), 
potential contribution of HA from exogenous sources (ex. daily ingestion) to the malignant 
process needs to be discussed with caution. Recent data showed that treatment with low MW-
HA was shown to produce anti-cancer immunity in vivo (4). The complexity is added because 
HA acts through its receptors, CD44 and RHAMM to regulate cell movement and proliferation 
(7). Alteration in both CD44 and HA expression such as up-regulation of normal CD44 and 
expression of abnormal CD44 variants have been widely shown in cancers from cancer patients 
and in animal models (8), suggesting that cancer cells overexpressing HA have already 
undergone malignant changes in the corresponding signaling transduction pathway.  
 
Many studies demonstrated that over-expression of HA from cancer cells played a positive role 
in tumor malignancy. In cancers of breast, colon, prostate, and bladder, there seems to be 
decoupling between the enzymes, leading to elevation of extracellular levels of HA and 
partially degraded oligomers (3; 9). In addition, HA produced by cancer cells promotes cell 
migration, aids in the loss of contact inhibition, and offers protection against immune 
surveillance (9). However, it is interesting that very high levels of HA produced by HAS 2 can 
inhibit cancer promotion (10). The role of HA in cancer promotion is further compounded by 
the importance of partial HA degradation in inflammation which is an important factor in the 
progression of many cancer types (11; 12). Furthermore, HA oligomers, like low MW-HA, from 
exogenous sources were shown to inhibit cancer growth, in this case, by competing for 
interaction with CD44 with tumor-derived, endogenous polymeric HA (13).  
 
Even in a local environment where cancer cells are established, involvement of HA in cancer 
progression remains complicating. For example, over-expression of intact CD44 in cancer cells 
promoted cancer progression, whereas it was inhibitory in other studies (14). Moreover, HA is 
not involved in caner progression of rat pancreatic carcinoma cells (15). These studies suggest 
that responses of established cancer cells to HA appear to be influenced by many factors 
including organization, concentration, alternative splicing, or post-translational modification of 
CD44 and/or RHAMM (14).  
 
 
Inhibition of Hyaluronidase by BioCell Collagen II® is a Tumor-suppressing, not Tumor-

Promoting Activity 

 
Hyaluronidase (HYL) is involved in tumor growth, infiltration, and angiogenesis. Like HA, the 
role of HYL is not linear in that it can be both tumor-promoting and tumor-suppressing 
depending upon local environments and concentration (6). 
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HYL as a tumor promoter 

Data showed that HYL-1 promoted cancer growth, muscle infiltration, and angiogenesis (14; 9; 
16). Blocking HAL-1 expression in bladder and prostate cancer cells suppressed cell 
proliferation due to cell cycle arrest and decreased their invasive activity (9).  
 
HYL as a tumor suppressor 

This concept has been prevalent because elevated HA expression by tumor cells are associated 
with cancer progression, which would make it easier to explain that an enzyme that degrades 
HA was a tumor suppressor (6). However, carcinogenesis is a very complicated, multi-step 
process which involves diverse, aberrantly-regulated molecules. Their actual functions are often 
displayed differently depending upon local environments.  
 
Recently, the contradictory behaviors of HYL have been understood by data strongly 
suggesting that the actual function of HYL was concentration-dependent and that tumor cell-
derived HYL in genitourinary cancers mainly acts as a tumor promoter (9). Thus, inhibition of 
HYL by BioCell Collagen II should be regarded as tumor-suppressing, not tumor-promoting, 
because it would interfere with cancerous cell growth, cancer infiltration into muscle, and 
neovascularization. 
 
  
Conclusion 

 
There is no scientific evidence indicating that elevated HA bioavailability leads to initiation of 
cancer development. In both pre-clinical and clinical studies, no side-effects or toxicities were 
reported from daily ingestion of BioCell Collagen II® (17; 18), and, interestingly, anti-cancer 
immune responses were elicited by administration of low MW-HA, leading to inhibition of the 
growth of colorectal cancer cells (4). Furthermore, BioCell Collagen II® has been safely and 
effectively used by millions of customers since introduced in 1997. 
 
Studies have shown that the up-regulation and metabolism of HA coordinated by HA synthases 
and hyaluronidases can be either cancer-promoting or cancer-suppressing, suggesting that 
defining a physiological context is crucial in understanding their involvement in carcinogenesis. 
It is also to be noted that HA acts through its receptors such as CD44 and RHAMM and that 
cancer-promoting effect of aberrantly-regulated HA is exerted through its interaction with 
altered or over-expressed receptors such as CD44 and RHAMM on cancer cells which may have 
undergone changes in their cell signaling cascades (2). For example, in the abstract discussed in 
the following section, aberrant CD44 variants were shown to be expressed in human breast 
cancer xenografts in SCID mice and their continuous interaction with HA was required for 
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cancer cell growth (19). Hyaluronidase treatment caused reduction of tumor progression in 
concomitant with significant reduction of the abnormal CD44 variants. In contrast, the level of 
normal CD44 was not affected. These results suggest that elevated expression of HA and its 
interaction with receptors are differentially regulated between normal and cancer cells. 
 
HA contained in BioCell Collagen II® is depolymerized to very low MW with approximately 50 
repeating units. Current data from studies investigating the effects of exogenously administered 
very low MW-HA and oligomeric HA imply that elevation of HA concentration at cancer 
lesions after ingestion of BioCell Collagen II® could interfere with interaction between tumor 
cell-associated HA and CD44, which would lead to the suppression of cancer growth (14; 20). 
Alternatively, increased production of HA by metastasized cancer cells may provide drug 
resistance in cancer-bearing subjects, contributing to more malignant progression. In this case, 
elevated levels of very low MW-HA might interfere with cancer progression by inducing anti-
cancer immune responses (14; 4).  
 
BioCell Collagen II® possesses an intriguing hyaluronidase inhibitory activity. Studies showed 
that hyaluronidase inhibition would lead to two opposing effects depending upon a local 
environment (9). At concentrations present in tumor tissues, hyaluronidase activity is cancer-
promoting because it increases tissue permeability for its extravasation into other tissues. As 
hyaluronidase inhibition can inhibit cancer progression by interfering with this critical step in 
cancer metastasis, the effect of BioCell Collagen II® would be cancer-suppressing, not cancer-
promoting.  
  
 
 
 
The following pages contain commentary on the abstracts for studies that link expression of HA, its 

binding to the receptor CD44, and hyaluronidase in various cancer models. 
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1.  Int J Cancer. 2002 Nov 10;102(2):192-7. 
Hyaluronidase reduces human breast cancer xenografts in SCID mice. 
Shuster S, Frost GI, Csoka AB, Formby B, Stern R. 
Department of Pathology, School of Medicine, University of California San Francisco, San 
Francisco, CA 94143-0511, USA. 
 
A hyaluronan-rich environment often correlate with tumor progression. and may be one 
mechanism for the invasive behavior of malignancies. Eradication of hyaluronan by 
hyaluronidase administration could reduce tumor aggressiveness and would provide, 
therefore, a new anti-cancer strategy. Hyaluronan interaction with its CD44 receptor and the 
resulting signal transduction events may be among the mechanisms for hyaluronan-associated 
cancer progression. We have shown previously that hyaluronidase treatment of breast cancer 
cells in vitro not only eradicates hyaluronan but also modifies expression of CD44 variant exons 
of tumor cells. We now determine if such effects occur in vivo and if it is accompanied by tumor 
regression. SCID mice bearing xenografts of human breast carcinomas were given intravenous 
hyaluronidase. Tumor volumes decreased 50% in 4 days. Tumor sections showed decreased 
hyaluronan. Intensity of staining for CD44s was not affected, whereas staining for specific CD44 
variant exon isoforms was greatly reduced in residual tumors. Necrosis was not evident. 
Hyaluronidase, used previously as an adjunct in cancer treatment, presumably to enhance 
penetration of chemotherapeutic drugs, may itself have intrinsic anti-cancer activity. Removing 
peritumor hyaluronan appears to cause an irreversible change in tumor metabolism. 
Continuous hyaluronan binding to CD44 variant exon isoforms may also be required to 
stabilize inherently unstable isoforms that participate perhaps in tumor progression. Further 
investigation is required to confirm a cause and effect relationship between loss of hyaluronan, 
changes in CD44 variant exon expression and tumor reduction. If confirmed, hyaluronidase 
may provide a new class of anti-cancer therapeutics and one without toxic side effects. 
 

2.  Clin Cancer Res. 1999 May;5(5):1073-6. 
Expression of the hyaluronan receptor, CD44S, in epithelial ovarian cancer is an independent 
predictor of survival. 
Kayastha S, Freedman AN, Piver MS, Mukkamalla J, Romero-Guittierez M, Werness BA. 
Division of Pathology, Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, New York 14263, USA. 
 
Most ovarian carcinomas present at advanced stage, principally as the result of dissemination to 
peritoneal sites. Standard CD44 (CD44S) is the principal receptor for hyaluronic acid, and in 
vitro and animal studies have suggested that the attachment of ovarian carcinoma cells to the 
peritoneal mesothelium involves the interaction between CD44S on ovarian carcinoma cells and 
hyaluronic acid on mesothelial surfaces. We, therefore, analyzed a series of ovarian carcinomas 
for the expression of CD44S by immunohistochemistry to see whether expression of this 
receptor by tumor cells correlated with clinicopathological factors and measures of patient 
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outcome. Fifty-six fixed, paraffin-embedded primary epithelial ovarian tumors were 
immunostained with antibody to CD44S. Membrane staining was considered positive, and 
results were correlated with stage, grade, age, histology, and survival. Twenty-two (39%) 
tumors were positive for CD44S. There was no correlation between CD44 expression and 
histological type, grade, age, or stage. However, CD44 expression was significantly associated 
with survival in both univariate (P = 0.003) and multivariate (P = 0.006) analyses. These results 
support a role for CD44S expression in the spread of ovarian epithelial cancer and suggest that 
expression of this molecule is a significant independent predictor of survival in women with 
this disease. 
 

3. (Unknown source) 

As shown in Figure 1, the various types of molecules that interact with hyaluronan can 
contribute to many of the stages of cancer metastasis. 
Hyaluronan synthases (HAS) play roles in all of the stages of cancer metastasis. By producing 
anti-adhesive HA, HAS can allow tumor cells to release from the primary tumor mass and if 
HA associates with receptors such as CD44, the activation of Rho GTPases can promote 
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) of the cancer cells. During the processes of 
intravasation or extravasation, the interaction of HAS produced HA with receptors such as 
CD44 or RHAMM promote the cell changes that allow for the cancer cells to infiltrate the 
vascular or lymphatic systems. While traveling in these systems, HA produced by HAS protects 
the cancer cell from physical damage. Finally, in the formation of a metastatic lesion, HAS 
produces HA to allow the cancer cell to interact with native cells at the secondary site and to 
produce a tumor for itself. [1] 
  
Hyaluronidases (HAase or HYAL) also play many roles in cancer metastasis. By helping to 
degrade the ECM surrounding the tumor, hyaluronidases help the cancer cell escape from the 
primary tumor mass and play a major role in intravasation by allowing degradation of the 
basement membrane of the lymph or blood vessel. Hyaluronidases again play these roles in 
establishment of a metastatic lesion by helping with extravasation and clearing the ECM of the 
secondary site. [2] Finally, hyaluronidases play a key role in the process of angiogenesis. HA 
fragments promote angiogenesis and hyaluronidases produce these fragments. [3] Interestingly, 
hypoxia also increases production of HA and activity of hyaluronidases. [4] 
The hyaluronan receptors, CD44 and RHAMM, are most thoroughly studied in terms of their 
roles in cancer metastasis. Increased clinical CD44 expression has been positively correlated to 
metastasis in a number of tumor types. [5] Mechanistically, CD44 affects adhesion of cancer cells 
to each other and to endothelial cells, rearranges the cytoskeleton through the Rho GTPases, 
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and increases the activity of ECM degrading enzymes. [6] Increased RHAMM expression has 
also been clinically correlated with cancer metastasis. Mechanistically, RHAMM promotes 
cancer cell motility through a number of pathways including focal adhesion kinase (FAK), Map 
Kinase (MAPK), pp60 (c-src), and the downstream targets of Rho Kinase (ROK). [7] RHAMM can 
also cooperate with CD44 to promote angiogenesis towards the metastatic lesion. [8] 
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Commentary: 

Studies have shown that HA is ubiquitously expressed and an extremely versatile molecule in 
its size and functions. Thus, when the role of HA is discussed, a physiological context should be 
defined because the same size and level of HA may produce opposing consequences.  

HA is highly expressed in some cancer cells and promotes cancer progression in some 
malignant environments. However, there is no scientific data to indicate that elevated HA 
expression from normal cells or heightened availability after daily ingestion can contribute to 
carcinogenesis. Rather, recent data demonstrated that administration of very low MW HA 
similar to depolymerized HA in BioCell Collagen II® or oligomeric HA inhibited the growth of 
breast and colorectal cancer cells (4; 14). Moreover, elevated expression of HA is found in many 
normal physiological processes which include embryogenesis, wound repair, and tissue 
turnover. Much higher expression of HA is also found in the skin and cartilage tissues of young 
people than in aged people, suggesting that HA up-regulation is also associated with normal, 
healthy physiological processes.   
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Normal and cancer cells are vastly different in their responses to physiological stimuli. Cancer 
cells have already undergone a number of genetic and molecular changes and have committed 
themselves to malignant carcinogenic processes. The potential role of HA in carcinogenesis 
should be discussed in terms of its interaction with receptors such as CD 44, which is often up-
regulated (CD44S) or altered (CD44v) in cancer cells, but not in normal cells. In addition, 
downstream signaling pathways are awry in cancer cells so that a signal becomes amplified to 
support cancer cell survival and subsequent malignant behaviors such as metastasis. However, 
elevated HA expression in normal cells does not have the malignant effect because of normal 
control of CD44 expression and homeostasis in the regulation of signaling pathways. Thus, 
elevated levels of very low MW HA in normal individuals resulting from daily ingestion of 
BioCell Collagen II® will not have any serious harmful effects and instead serve as a pool that 
can be tapped by cartilage and skin tissues where the amount of high MW HA decreases due to 
aging or chronic joint conditions.  

What is interesting about hyaluronidase (HYL) is that HYL acts as both tumor promoter and 
tumor-suppressor depending upon its concentration. At concentrations present in tumor 
tissues, HYL displayed tumor promoter functions contributing to tumor growth, invasion, and 
angiogenesis, whereas, at much higher concentrations not naturally expressed by tumor cells, it 
suppresses growth by inducing programmed cell death (9). This result suggests that the 
eventual effect of HYL inhibition, like that of HA, should be discussed in the context of the 
specific physiological environment. 

The data showing anti-cancer effects of very low MW or oligomeric HA from exogenous 
sources support that depolymerized (very low MW) HA contained in BioCell Collagen II is 
cancer-suppressing. And, inhibition of HYL by BioCell Collagen II® is potentially cancer-
suppressing because at concentrations produced in cancerous environment HYL is cancer-
promoting (9). Thus, it is a scientifically groundless assertion that elevated HA bioavailability 
by BioCell Collagen II® might cause cancer. Rather, current data support potential anti-cancer 
effects from daily ingestion of BioCell Collagen II®, although BioCell Technology never claims 
this particular benefit. 

Finally, despite convincing scientific safety and efficacy data supporting health benefits for the 
joint and the skin, BioCell Technology always advise that those who have any disease including 
cancer should consult their doctors before taking any dietary supplements as well as BioCell 
Collagen II®. 
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER: 
 
The information contained in this document (including but not limited to literature, abstracts, clinical studies, research 
data, historical uses, advertisements, publications and any other information that is provided in the form of email or 
attachment) is solely intended for the purposes of education and knowledge, and should not be used as medical 
advice. BioCell Technology, LLC (“BioCell”)  will not assume responsibility for how you use this information in the 
future. Not all of the clinical studies referenced and contained in this document are on the BioCell’s  products; the 
other studies are included as background information. BioCell is not making any legal representation as to the 
information provided herein.  While efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the content and information 
contained herein, BioCell gives no warranty as to the accuracy of the information contained in the content of this 
document. BioCell reserves the right to withdraw or delete information at any time.  
 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE  
 
BioCell is not engaged in rendering legal or medical advice, and any information provided is not a substitute for 
professional legal or medical opinion. Please contact an attorney specializing in dietary supplement law, as you are 
responsible for complying with all local, national, and international regulations concerned with the sale, labeling, 
marketing, and distribution of any goods or products containing  BioCell’s  ingredients.  
 
FDA NOTICE:  
 
The products and the claims made about specific products through this document have not been evaluated by the 
United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and are not approved to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent disease. 
The information provided in this document is for informational purposes only and is not intended as a substitute for 
advice from your physician or other health-care professional or any information contained on or in any product label 
or packaging. You should not use the information in this document for diagnosis or treatment of any health problem or 
for prescription of any medication or other treatment. You should consult with a health-care professional before 
starting any diet/nutrition, exercise, or supplementation program, or before taking any medication, or if you have or 
suspect you might have a health problem.  
COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
 
All content included in this document, such as text, graphics, logos, images and data compilations is the sole property 
of BioCell or its content suppliers and/or vendors and protected by United States and International Copyright Laws. 
The compilation of all content in this document is the exclusive property of BioCell and protected by U.S. and Interna-
tional Copyright Laws.  
 
TRADEMARKS 
 
BioCell  Technology  (Logo  and  Design);;  BioCell  Collagen  II®  ™  (Logo  and  Design);;  and  other  marks  indicated  in  our  
document are registered, or are currently under registration of trademarks of BioCell Technology, LLC, or its 
subsidiaries, in the United States and other countries. BioCell’s graphics, logos, scripts, and service names are 
trademarks   or   trade   dress   of   BioCell   or   its   subsidiaries.   BioCell’   trademarks   and   trade   dress  may   not   be   used   in  
connection  with   any   product   or   service   that   is   not  BioCell’   in   any  manner   that   is   likely   to   cause   confusion   among  
customers or in any manner that disparages or discredits BioCell. All other trademarks not owned by BioCell or its 
subsidiaries that appear in this document are the property of their respective owners, who may or may not be 
affiliated with, connected to, or sponsored by BioCell or its subsidiaries.  
 
APPLICABLE LAW  
 
You agree that the laws of the State of California, without regard to principles of conflict of laws, will govern these 
Conditions of Use and any dispute of any sort that might arise between you and BioCell or its affiliates. 
 

 


